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Abstract. In order to address the urgent need of improving the infrastructure for reusing scholarly data, the FAIR guiding principles for scientific data management and stewardship [1] have been proposed to concisely measure the Findability, Accessibility, Interoperability and Reusability of scientific data. This has fueled research investigating the extent to which these FAIR principles are satisfied in domain-specific data cultures. A recent example of such a domain is music and musicology: in repositories and digital libraries, digitizations of scores and lyrics (77%) in PDF and/or JPG (40%) are the most common data artifacts; and the more the scale of the repository increases, the less structured formats for representing symbolic notation seem to be used [2]. The lack of machine-readability of symbolic musical data hampers the adherence to the FAIR principles. Given this situation for music that is considered worth of long-term archival, it is only expected that representations of live performances, of which data is generally harder to find, access, interoperate and reuse, suffer the problem to the same or a greater extent.

In this paper, and based on previous research results, we address the problem of making symbolic MIDI music representations FAIR by representing music in the early stage of its inception, the live performance, as de-referenceable RDF triples. As a result, our approach can generate FAIR streams of MIDI Linked Data with low latency that enable users to find, access, interoperate and reuse MIDI music in an unprecedented manner. Our approach uses a state-of-the-art generative audio matching algorithm [4] to generate a stream of MIDI events from analogic musical instruments; and the midi2rdf mapping algorithm [3] to map these MIDI events into RDF triples.

We argue that these MIDI data streams of RDF triples are a fundamental advance for making live music performance data FAIR. First, music performances become Findable thanks to unique and persistent identifiers (URIs) for all its notes, instruments, and events. Second, they become Accessible since these URI identifiers can be dereferenced through the HTTP protocol in order to obtain more data. Third, they become Interoperable through the use of the MIDI ontology vocabulary [6], allowing communication exchange with other datasets. And last, they become Reusable through open licensing and the addition of relevant provenance metadata. Our expectation is for these FAIR streams of MIDI Linked Data to become central in the task of content-to-metadata linkage [5,6] and to enable their indexing and communication through Linked Data Notifications [7].
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